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By Nicholas Grabowsky

Black Bed Sheets Books, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Nicholas Grabowsky s widely-praised aliens-among-
us horror/science fiction epic, available in its original award-winning version! The Everborn
concerns the offspring of fallen angels that have lived among us since the dawn of man. Throughout
the ages, they live life after life in normal society until each one falls in love and fathers his own
child. Before that child is born, they undergo a rapid degeneration into a fetal state before they
disappear entirely and become reborn into a new life, essentially becoming their own fathers. All of
them male, they live out their commonplace lives under the covert protection of Watchmaids, inter-
dimensional female beings whose purpose is to ensure no harm comes to them under penalty of
banishment into a state of eternal loneliness. When an Everborn is reborn as a set of twins, one a
soulless serial killer on a quest to be born again into a sinless life and the other a kind-hearted
ghostwriter for a world-famous rock-and-roll horror novelist, a banished Watchmaid claims her role
in an ancient prophecy to use the soulless twin as a means...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally exciting throgh reading time. I am pleased to let you know that this is the greatest publication
we have read through during my very own life and may be he best publication for possibly.
-- Mr. Kade Rippin-- Mr. Kade Rippin

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- Orlando Abernathy-- Orlando Abernathy
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